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MILLION $ BIG BANG



“Can you believe how wonderful it will be to use the tradition and to 
combine this with our today`s and tomorrow`s visions, using all the means 
of today in order to transform, improve and develop it? 
This is the concept and the vision of HUBLOT watches and the Big Bang is 
the masterpiece of that fusion”

Jean-Claude Biver

Chairman of HUBLOT`S ADMINISTRATIVE BOAR

“The Million $ Big Bang is the cosmic fusion of diamonds and the earthly 
creation of an unique and singular man, Jean-Claude Biver, HUBLOT’S master 
and craftsman.
This fine watch was created for the unique and privileged customer who sees 
time eternal as DIAMONDS.
We cannot stop time but we can live with it. Live this work of art to the infinite…”

Rui Alvim de Faria

Presidente AdF PR Internacional
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The Big Bang Million $ 38 mm is an exceptional 
piece featuring a total of 880 baguette 
diamonds, adding up to more than 48 carats. 

The setting is spirited away as if by magic, the 
diamonds sparkle in all their glory without a 
claw to be seen. They have been shaped by a 
mysterious hand that leaves no hint of the device 
used to secure them.

The Invisible Visibility 
of the “Million $ Big Bang”

An incredible Big Bang whose strap 
is also entirely set with Diamonds





More than 48 carats
880 Baguette diamonds

This exceptional piece has enjoyed major 
successes since its presentation in Basel in April 
2010, has been awarded “Best High Jewellery piece 
2010” at Premier Middle East Watches awards, and 
nominated “Best High Jewellery piece 2010” at the 
Grand Prix d’Horlogerie of Geneva, Switzerland. 

Due to the complexity of its production, it is a 
watch that is made by special order only.



361.WX.9000.WX.9904

38mm 18K white gold, set with 310 baguette diamonds, 14.30 carats

18K white gold, set with 13 white baguette diamonds, 1.10 carats

18K white gold, set with 165 baguette diamonds, 5.45 carats

Mechanical Self-winding movement HUB 1110

18K white gold, set with 392 baguette diamonds, 27.26 carats

18K white gold deployant buckle

Reference

Case

Crown

Dial

Movement

Bracelete

Clasp

Equipped with the mechanical self-winding caliber HUB1110, it is made from 
white gold individually crafted by master stone-setters using the complex 
“invisible set” technique which magnifies the brilliance of the diamonds.
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